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IL-27 Directly Enhances Germinal Center B Cell Activity and
Potentiates Lupus in Sanroque Mice

Germinal centers (GC) give rise to high-affinity and long-lived Abs and are critical in immunity and autoimmunity. IL-27 supports
GCs by promoting survival and function of T follicular helper cells. We demonstrate that IL-27 also directly enhances GC B cell
function. Exposure of naive human B cells to rIL-27 during in vitro activation enhanced their differentiation into CD20+CD38+
CD27lowCD95+CD10+ cells, consistent with the surface marker phenotype of GC B cells. This effect was inhibited by loss-of-function
mutations in STAT1 but not STAT3. To extend these findings, we studied the in vivo effects of IL-27 signals to B cells in the GC-driven
Roquinsan/san lupus mouse model. Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice exhibited significantly reduced GCs, IgG2a(c)+ autoantibodies, and
nephritis. Mixed bone marrow chimeras confirmed that IL-27 acts through B cell– and CD4+ T cell–intrinsic mechanisms to support
GCs and alter the production of pathogenic Ig isotypes. To our knowledge, our data provide the first evidence that IL-27 signals
directly to B cells promote GCs and support the role of IL-27 in lupus. The Journal of Immunology, 2016, 197: 3008–3017.
erminal centers (GCs) are temporary microstructures that
form within lymphoid tissues to facilitate the cellular
interactions required for successful T cell–dependent
humoral responses. GCs are required for affinity maturation of
Abs and the generation of B cell memory. During the process of
affinity maturation, B cells undergo somatic hypermutation of the
BCR, a process that yields new Ag specificities. This process also
has the potential to generate self-reactive clones (1) and, therefore,
is tightly regulated. Although GCs are dedicated to the improvement of B cell responses to Ag, other cell types are also critical for
this process. For example, follicular dendritic cells are specialized
APCs in GCs, and CD4+ T follicular helper (TFH) cells are essential
for the selection of B cells with improved affinity for Ag (2).
Dysregulated GCs can lead to the development of autoimmune

G

pathologies, particularly lupus and other autoantibody-mediated
diseases (2, 3). Therefore, understanding the factors that promote,
guide, and regulate GC reactions are critical to understanding
B cell–mediated autoimmune diseases.
IL-27, a heterodimeric cytokine comprising the IL-27p28 and
EBI3 subunits, is a member of the IL-12/IL-6 family of cytokines
and can exert pro- and anti-inflammatory effects during immune
responses (4–8). Most studies of IL-27 focused on its effects
on T cells. Importantly, there is evidence that IL-27 can support
Ab-driven autoimmune disease: IL-27 is significantly elevated in sera
of untreated systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) patients (9, 10),
and several studies revealed an essential role for IL-27 in murine
lupus and proteoglycan-induced arthritis (11–14). Although IL-27
was shown to be important for GCs, only indirect effects of IL-27
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Materials and Methods
Human tissue samples
Human buffy coats were obtained from the Australian Red Cross Blood
Service. Tonsillar tissues were collected from patients undergoing tonsillectomy (Mater Hospital, North Sydney, Australia). Peripheral blood was also
collected from patients with loss-of-function mutations in STAT1 (STAT1MUT;
STAT1-Y701C; two donors with STAT1-G250E) and STAT3 (STAT3MUT;
STAT3-V637M; STAT3-V432M; STAT3-F621L). Approval for this study
was obtained from the human research ethics committees of the St. Vincent’s
Hospital and Sydney South West Area Health Service (Australia).

Mice
Il27ra +/+ Roquin san/san , Il27ra 2 /2 Roquin san/san , CD45.1 congenic
Roquinsan/san, Il27ra+/+, Il27ra2/2 (C57BL6 background .35 generations), and C57BL/6 mice were bred in a specific pathogen–free facility at
Australian BioResources (Moss Vale, Australia). Rag12/2 animals were
purchased from the Animal Resources Centre (Perth, Australia). All animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee at The Garvan Institute/St. Vincent’s Animal Experimentation
Ethics Committee.
For in vivo cytokine analysis, Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san and Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san
mice were administered brefeldin A (25 mg i.v.) 6 h prior to tissue
harvest.

Abs, cytokines, and flow cytometry
For stimulation assays, recombinant cytokines recombinant human (rh)
IL-27, rhIL-21, and recombinant mouse IL-27 were purchased from

eBioscience, PeproTech, and R&D Systems, respectively. Flow cytometric
staining was performed using the following panel of anti-human Abs:
CD10, CD20, CD27, Bcl-6 (all from BD Biosciences), CD38 (eBioscience),
CD95 (BioLegend), and IL-27Ra (R&D Systems; Mouse IgG2B Clone
191106). The following anti-mouse antibodies were used: GL-7, CD95,
B220, ICOS, PD-1, CXCR5, CD138, IgG2a(c), IgG1 (all from BD Biosciences), CD4 (eBioscience), and CD38 (BioLegend). Briefly, cells were
stained with the desired surface markers for 30 min on ice. For intracellular
staining, cells were stained first with surface markers, followed by fixation
and permeabilization using fixation-permeabilization buffer (eBioscience).
Flow cytometry data were acquired on a BD FACSCanto II cytometer and
analyzed using FlowJo v10 software (TreeStar).

B cell isolation and in vitro cytokine stimulation
Human PBMCs were labeled with mAbs against CD10-allophycocyanin,
CD20-allophycocyanin Cy7, and CD27 PECy7. Naive B cells (CD102
CD20+CD272IgG2) were sorted on a FACSAria III (BD Biosciences).
Tonsillar mononuclear cells were labeled with mAbs against CD20, CD27,
and CD38 to isolate naive (CD20+CD272CD382), memory (CD20+CD27+
CD382), and GC (CD20hiCD27intD38hi) B cells (FACSAria III; BD Biosciences). The purity of the recovered populations was .98%.
Isolated B cells from healthy donors or STAT3MUT or STAT1MUT patients were cultured at 50–100 3 103 cells/well in a 96-well U-bottom
plate with 2.5 mg/ml F(ab9)2 fragment of goat anti-human IgM/G/A
(Jackson ImmunoResearch) and CD40L [prepared in-house and used as
described previously (30) or purchased from R&D Systems and used at
0.8 mg/ml], alone or together with 100 ng/ml IL-27 (R&D Systems) or
50 ng/ml IL-21 (PeproTech). Differentiation of B cells was assessed using
a panel of markers: Bcl-6-PE, CD38-PerCp Cy5.5, CD20-allophycocyanin
Cy7, CD27-PECy7, CD10-allophycocyanin, CD95-BV421, and IL-27Ra-PE.
Isolated naive and memory B cells were labeled with the proliferation dye
CFSE (eBioscience) prior to culture. Absolute counts were also determined
by adding Calibrite beads to the cells just before data acquisition on a BD
FACSCanto II flow cytometer (both from BD Biosciences).

Real-time RT-PCR
For relative quantitation of IL27ra mRNA, total RNA was isolated from
unstimulated FACS-sorted cells or FACS-sorted cells that were stimulated
for 48 h with anti-human IgM/G/A and CD40L using an RNeasy Mini Kit
(QIAGEN). Quantitative RT-PCR was performed using the Roche Universal Probe Library system and a Roche LightCycler 480 instrument. For
each sample, duplicate test reactions and control reactions lacking reverse
transcriptase were analyzed for expression of IL27ra using intron-spanning
primer sets; results were normalized to those of the housekeeping ribosomal protein (RP) L13A mRNA. Arbitrary units given are the fold change
relative to RPL13A and multiplied by 10,000. Primer sequences are as
follows: IL27Ra (forward 59-CCCCCTCCGAGTTACACC-39 and reverse
59-ACTGCCACAGTCTGGGTTTT-39, UPL probe #21) and RPL13A
(forward 59-CAAGCGGATGAACACCAAC-39 and reverse 59-TGTGGGGCAGCATACCTC-39, UPL probe #28).

Generation of BM chimeras
Rag12/2 recipient mice were sublethally irradiated with 500 rad 1 d before
reconstitution, via i.v. injection, with a total of 2.5 3 106 BM cells, consisting
of equal numbers of lineage-negative cells from CD45.1 Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san
and CD45.2 Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice. The chimeric mice were maintained
on antibiotics for 6 wk postreconstitution. Tissues were harvested at week 15
postreconstitution, and flow cytometric analysis of cellular populations was
performed.

Renal histology
Kidneys were harvested from Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san and Il27ra2/2 Roquinsan/san
mice of various ages and fixed in 10% formalin solution at room temperature overnight. Thereafter, tissues were placed in 70% ethanol prior
to paraffin embedding. Kidney sections were cut to 4 mm thickness and
stained with H&E. Nephritis scores were blindly evaluated by a clinical
pathologist, using a scoring system of 0–4, to individually rate glomeruli
damage, vasculitis, and tubulointerstitial damage, as described previously
(25). Scores were added to give a total renal damage score.
For analysis of immune complex deposition, kidneys were frozen in
OCT, sectioned to 4 mm thickness, and stained by immunofluorescence
using rat anti-mouse IgG1-FITC and biotin-labeled rat anti-mouse IgG2a
(c) that was streptavidin conjugated to Alexa Fluor 350. Semi-quantitative
analysis of immune complex deposition was evaluated using Leica software. Briefly, a region of interest around each glomerulus was marked, and
the positive pixel/area within that region of interest was determined. A
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on GC B cells were described. For example, IL-27 supports IL-21
production by, and survival of, TFH cells in mice (11, 15, 16) and
differentiation of IL-21–producing human TFH cells in vitro (17,
18), which, in turn, supports the GC B cell response. Despite this,
it is not known whether IL-27 signals directly to B cells are required for normal GC activity.
B cells express the complete IL-27R, which is detected on human
resting plasma, naive, and memory B cells, and it is upregulated on
CD40-stimulated naive, memory, and GC B cells (19, 20). IL-27
activates STAT1 and STAT3 and induces T-bet expression in human
and mouse B cells in vitro (20, 21). In murine B cell cultures, IL-27
directly promoted Ig class switching to IgG2a, while inhibiting
switching to IgG1, through T-bet and STAT1 (21). Consistent with
this, Il27ra2/2 mice have reduced basal serum IgG2a (IgG2c on the
B6 genetic background), but other serum total Ig titers are unaffected (22). Apart from this possible effect on class switching, the
biological significance of IL-27Ra expression on B cells during an
in vivo immune response is unknown.
In this study, we investigated how IL-27 directly influences
human and mouse B cells with respect to GC activity. Sanroque
(Roquinsan/san) mice represent an ideal system to study the importance of IL-27 for GC B cells and Ab-mediated autoimmune
disease in vivo. Roquinsan/san mice develop spontaneous GCs and
autoimmune pathology (23–25) as the result of a single ENUinduced mutation in the Roquin1/Rc3h1 gene (23). Roquin1 is
an RNA-binding RING-type E3 ubiquitin ligase that regulates the
stability of mRNAs encoding proteins central to GC function,
including ICOS, OX40, IFN-g, and TNF (26–29). Roquinsan/san
mice develop splenomegaly, serum autoantibodies, and immune
complex deposition in the kidney, leading to pathology characteristic of glomerulonephritis (23). IL-27 was found to induce
phenotypic characteristics of GCs in human B cells. Furthermore,
Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice developed fewer GC B cells and less
severe disease than Roquinsan/san mice, revealing the physiological
relevance of IL-27 to GC biology. Lastly, using a bone marrow
(BM) chimeric approach, we confirmed a B cell–intrinsic effect of
IL-27 in this process. Together, our findings point to a previously
unappreciated in vivo role for IL-27 signaling to B cells in directing
T cell–dependent B cell responses.
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positive pixel/area was also calculated for a glomerulus that was negative
for IgG staining. This was considered as background. The Gray Value for
IgG immune complex deposition was calculated as: (pixel/area for IgG+
glomerulus)/(pixel/area for background fluorescence in the same section).
Seven or eight glomeruli were assessed per mouse.

Serum anti-dsDNA Ab ELISA

Statistical analysis
Statistical differences between two datasets were determined using the
unpaired Student t test for comparison of unlinked groups or the paired
t test for linked samples (human B cells from the same donor with different
cytokine treatments or CD45.1 and CD45.2 populations within the same
host chimeric mouse). The Mann–Whitney nonparametric U test was used
where indicated Prism; GraphPad Software).

Results
IL-27 promotes the differentiation of human B cells with cell
surface markers characteristic of GC B cells via STAT1
activation
We first investigated the effect of rhIL-27 on isolated human B cells
during in vitro activation. A combination of CD40L and anti-Ig
(BCR cross-linking) was selected for activation because these
combined signals were shown to promote the generation of cells
with features of GC B cells from naive precursors (31). Naive
B cells (CD102CD20+CD272IgG2) were purified from PBMCs
and stimulated with CD40L and anti-Ig Abs in the presence or
absence of rhIL-27 for 72 h. Expression of surface markers that
delineate differentiated B cells was assessed using flow cytometry.
B cell subset gates were defined according to unsorted and
unstimulated tonsil cell preparations, which were analyzed concurrently (Fig. 1A). When FACS-purified peripheral blood naive
B cells (Fig. 1A) were stimulated in vitro, the addition of rhIL-27
consistently enhanced the proportion of cells acquiring a CD20+
CD38+ phenotype compared with cells treated with CD40L/anti-Ig
alone (Fig. 1B). The average induction of CD20+CD38+ cells in the
presence of IL-27 was 2.37 6 1.3-fold greater than for cells stimulated with CD40 and anti-Ig alone (Fig. 1C). To determine whether
the in vitro–induced CD20+CD38+ B cells were similar to GC
B cells in terms of other cell surface markers, we compared expression of CD10, CD95 (Fas), and CD27 on these cells with naive
B cells and bona fide tonsillar GC B and memory B cells. In line
with the cell surface marker phenotype of GC B cells, stimulated
cells that became CD38+ were also CD10+, CD95+, and CD27lo
(Fig. 1D). The mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of CD27 was
slightly higher on some stimulated samples compared with GC
B cells but remained low compared with tonsillar memory cells
(Fig. 1D). These data suggest that, during the activation of human
naive B cells, IL-27 promotes the development of B cells that
coexpress CD38, CD95, and CD10, reminiscent of GC B cells
present in human lymphoid tissue.
IL-27 significantly increased expression of CD95 on CD40L/
anti-Ig–stimulated naive human B cells at 72 h poststimulation

(Fig. 1D, Supplemental Fig. 1A, 1B), consistent with a previous
report (20). Although IL-27 altered CD95 expression, it had no
effect on cell recovery (Supplemental Fig. 1C). B cell proliferation
was similar in the presence or absence of IL-27 (Supplemental
Fig. 1D). These data suggest that CD95 upregulation was not the
result of changes in cell death or proliferation; rather, elevated
CD95 levels reflect the ability of IL-27 to induce an altered differentiation program in B cell cultures.
In our experiments, we observed an early, but transient, induction
of Bcl-6 after anti-Ig/CD40L stimulation of naive or memory
B cells at 24 h, followed by loss of expression by 72 h. Rapid loss of
Bcl-6 expression was observed even when sorted tonsillar GC
B cells were cultured under similar conditions (Supplemental Fig.
1E). Together, these data suggest that the requirements for maintenance of Bcl-6 were unavailable in our in vitro culture system.
Therefore, we could not discern any influence of IL-27 on Bcl-6
levels (Supplemental Fig. 1E, 1F).
Memory B cells have different thresholds for activation and
differentiation compared with naive cells (32). Therefore, we
examined the effect of rhIL-27 on memory B cells during
restimulation. For these experiments, memory (CD20+CD382
CD27+) and naive (CD20+CD382CD272) B cells were isolated
from human tonsils, and the dynamics of B cell differentiation in
response to rhIL-27 stimulation were examined. As observed for
B cells isolated from peripheral blood, rhIL-27 significantly enhanced the differentiation of tonsillar naive B cells toward a
CD38+CD20hi phenotype at 72 h (Supplemental Fig. 1G; average
4.12-fold increase) with a similar, although nonsignificant, enhancement noted after 5 d (p = 0.0551). rhIL-27 also significantly
enhanced CD38+CD20hi B cell differentiation from stimulated
memory B cells at 72 h and 5 d, although the magnitude of the
enhancement was less than that observed for naive B cells
(Supplemental Fig. 1G; average 1.57-fold and 1.41-fold, respectively). These data are in line with previous observations that naive
and memory human B cells express comparable levels of IL-27Ra,
but memory cells respond relatively poorly to the stimulatory effects of rhIL-27 (20).
We next assessed whether addition of rhIL-27 could induce
B cell differentiation to Ab-secreting cells. Activation of B cells by
CD40L and rhIL-21 leads to STAT3-dependent differentiation into
plasmablasts (30). Therefore, we stimulated sorted naive, memory,
or GC B cells with CD40L and assessed plasmablast differentiation at day 5 in the absence and presence of IL-27, IL-21, or both.
As expected, rhIL-21 resulted in the emergence of a robust CD38hi
CD20loCD27hi plasmablast population in all three B cell subpopulations. In contrast, there was no induction of plasmablast
differentiation by rhIL-27 (Supplemental Fig. 2A–C). The addition of both cytokines to cultures of CD40L-stimulated B cells
resembled the effects of rhIL-21 alone, indicating that rhIL-27 has
no cooperative effect on IL-21–induced plasmablast generation
from human B cells (Supplemental Fig. 2D). In fact, coadministration of rhIL-27 caused a diminution of plasmablast percentages
in two of five donors (one donor is represented in Supplemental
Fig. 2A–C). Consistent with the FACS data, we observed increased
secretion of IgG, IgM, and IgA in cultures of CD40L-stimulated
B cells treated with rhIL-21 but not rhIL-27 (Supplemental Fig.
2E–H).
STAT1 and STAT3 are two major signal transducers downstream
of IL-27R (4). To determine which pathway facilitated IL-27R–induced
B cell differentiation, we examined naive B cells isolated from patients
with disease-causing loss-of-function mutations in STAT1 or STAT3.
The ability of rhIL-27 to enhance differentiation of human naive
STAT3MUT B cells into CD20+CD38+ B cells was similar to that observed for normal naive B cells (2.37 6 1.3-fold and 2.71 6 1.02-fold,
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Sera were collected after cardiac puncture bleed from groups of mice aged
13–15 and 19–21 wk. Briefly, anti-dsDNA Abs in mouse sera were detected by coating plates with 10 mg/ml methylated BSA (Sigma-Aldrich)
overnight, followed by 5 mg/ml genomic DNA from calf thymus (SigmaAldrich) for $2 h. The genomic DNA was sheared by sonication, followed
by digestion with S1 nuclease (Promega). Sera were added at a dilution
of 1:20, followed by the addition of 100 ml of HRP-conjugated goat
anti-mouse IgG2c or IgG1 and a 30-min incubation. Finally, 100 ml of
3,39,5,59-tetramethylbenzidine substrate was added and incubated for
15 min in the dark prior to adding the stop solution. Plates were read at
405 nm using a BioTek Plate reader. Serum obtained from a positive
control of Roquinsan/san was used to construct a standard curve and
assigned a concentration of 100 so that other sera could be given a relative concentration. The same positive control serum was used across all
plates.

IL-27 DIRECTLY PROMOTES GC B CELL ACTIVITY
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FIGURE 1. IL-27 induces STAT1-dependent differentiation of human GC-like B cells. Naive B cells (CD20+, CD272, CD382) purified from PBMCs of
healthy donors or patients with STAT1 or STAT3 loss-of-function mutations were stimulated with CD40L/anti-Ig in the absence (2) or presence (+) of rhIL27. The cells were stained with Abs against CD20, CD38, CD95, CD10, CD27 and IL-27Ra. (A) Representative CD38 versus CD20 plots for sorted naive
PBMCs (left panel) along with unfractionated tonsil cells, which were stained concurrently to define B cell population gates (right panel). CD38hiCD20hi
cells reflecting the GC B cells in tonsil are gated. (B) Representative CD38 versus CD20 plots for sorted naive B cells from healthy donors after a 72-h
stimulation in the presence or absence of rhIL-27. (C) The percentage of cells in the CD38+CD20+ gate was quantitated for multiple donors. Each symbol
represents an individual donor, and cells from the same donor are connected by a line. Donor responses were assessed as independent experiments. The
paired t test was used to compare cells stimulated in the absence and presence of rhIL-27. (D) CD10, CD95, and CD27 levels on the CD38+CD20+ gate of
stimulated cells (thin and dashed lines, as indicated) were compared with levels in unstimulated naive B cells (thick black line) and tonsillar GC B cells
(dark gray shading). For CD27 (far right panel), a tonsil memory B cell gate is included for comparison (light gray shading). (E) Representative CD38
versus CD20 plots for naive B cells sorted from STAT1 or STAT3 loss-of-function patient PBMCs and stimulated for 72 h in the presence or absence of rhIL27. (F) Relative Il27ra mRNA levels in unstimulated naive B cells or those stimulated for 48 h with CD40 and anti-Ig were determined by real-time
RT-PCR. Each symbol represents an individual donor. (G and H) Naive or stimulated B cells, as in (F), were stained with anti–IL-27Ra Ab. (G) Representative
graphs. (H) MFI of IL-27Ra for multiple donors compared with mouse IgG2B isotype control stained healthy control (HC) B cells. Each symbol represents
an individual donor. Horizontal lines represent the means.
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GC defects in Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice
The data obtained from IL-27–treated human B cells in vitro suggested that IL-27 could directly promote expression of cell surface
markers associated with GC B cells. However, the lack of Bcl-6
expression, even in sorted and cultured tonsil GC B cells, indicated
that complete GC differentiation could not be achieved in vitro.
Therefore, we next focused on understanding the significance of

IL-27 in directing GC differentiation in vivo by using Roquinsan/san
mice as a model of spontaneous GCs and autoimmunity. Consistent with other lupus models (11–14), the overall kidney
pathology determined on the basis of the glomerular and tubulointerstitial nephritis was significantly reduced in the absence
of IL-27 signaling in 19–21-wk-old female mice (Fig. 2A, 2B).
The levels of vasculitis in kidney were low in both groups, with
two of seven wild-type and two of five knockout mice scoring
positive (data not shown). Il27ra2/2 Roquinsan/san mice also
displayed significantly ameliorated splenomegaly compared
with Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san mice (Fig. 2C), although the spleens
remained large compared with healthy Il27ra+/+ or Il27ra2/2
control mice.
Lymphocyte populations were assessed in groups of Il27ra-sufficient
and -deficient Roquinsan/san mice at 13–15 wk of age. Lower overall
splenocyte numbers were observed in Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice
compared with Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san mice (Fig. 2D). In line with our
previous studies in adjuvant-induced GC systems (11), the percentage
and number of CD4+CXCR5+PD1+ TFH cells (Supplemental Fig.
3A) and B220+GL7+CD38lo GC B cells (Fig. 2F, 2G) were reduced
significantly in the absence of IL-27 signaling. For those GC B cells
that were present in each group of mice, the percentages of light
zone (CXCR4loCD86+) and dark zone (CXCR4hiCD86lo) GC
B cells in Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san and Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice
were comparable (Supplemental Fig. 3B, 3C). The percentage of

FIGURE 2. GC defects in Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice. (A–C) Groups of 19–21-wk-old female mice were euthanized and assessed for renal pathology
and splenomegaly. (A) Representative images of renal damage in the kidneys of Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san and Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice, as determined by
H&E staining. Scale bars, 200 mm. (B) Renal scores of cumulative renal damage (left panel) and individual glomerular and tubulointerstitial damage (right
panel) (n = 428). (C) Spleen weights in groups of female Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san and Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice (n = 10) compared with Roquin+/+ healthy
controls (10–12 wk). (D–H) Splenocytes were isolated from Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san and Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice at ages 13–15 wk, and cell populations
were assessed by flow cytometry. (D) Total splenocyte cell counts (n = 19–21). (E) Representative analysis of GC B cell staining (GL-7+CD38lo cells,
pregated on B220+). (F) Percentages and absolute cell counts per spleen for GC B cells. (G) Percentages and cell counts for total B220+ B cells. (H)
Percentages and cell counts for CD138+ cells. Black bars, Roquinsan/san mice; white bars, Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice. Data are pooled from at least three
independent experiments and are shown as mean 6 SEM. The p values were determined using the unpaired two-tailed Student t test.
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respectively, compared with CD40L/anti-Ig alone; Fig. 1C, 1E). Again,
the cells in the CD20+CD38+ gate were also CD10+CD95+CD27lo
(data not shown). However, this effect of rhIL-27 was greatly reduced in STAT1MUT B cells (1.42 6 0.32-fold increase compared
with CD40L/anti-Ig alone; Fig. 1C, 1E). Likewise, CD95 upregulation by IL-27 was observed in healthy control (1.87 6
0.40-fold) and STAT3MUT (2.26 6 0.52-fold) cells but not in
STAT1MUT B cells (1.07 6 0.11-fold; Supplemental Fig. 1B). This
defect was not due to lack of IL-27R expression on STAT1MUT
cells, as indicated by comparable levels of IL27RA mRNA and
IL-27Ra protein on the surface of naive B cells from healthy
controls and STAT1-deficient individuals (Fig. 1F–H). Thus, the
effect of IL-27 on B cell differentiation is STAT1 dependent.
Together, the data indicate that STAT1 signaling downstream
of IL-27R activation specifically promotes the generation of
CD20hiCD38+CD10+CD95+CD27lo B cells, but not plasmablasts,
from naive precursors.
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total B220+ cells remained similar, although the absolute number
was diminished, corresponding with reduced splenomegaly (Fig.
2G). In addition, we investigated the plasma cell populations in
these mice. An ∼2-fold higher percentage of CD138 + plasma
cells (these were also Ig + , data not shown) was observed in
Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice compared with Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san
mice; however, the numbers of plasma cells/spleen were not significantly different (Fig. 2H). These data indicate that IL-27 plays a
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nonredundant role in GC activity and in the progression of disease
in the sanroque model.
Altered Ab isotype usage in Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice
IgG2a (IgG2c in C57BL6 mice) is the most pathogenic isotype in
murine lupus as a result of its potent ability to activate complement
and high-affinity binding to activating Fc receptors (33, 34). Altered Ig isotype usage was observed within the GC B cell gate in
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FIGURE 3. Isotype switching and Ig immune complex deposition in the kidneys of Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice. (A and B) Splenocytes from Il27ra+/+
Roquinsan/san and Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice were assessed by flow cytometry. IgG1 and IgG2c surface isotype staining was determined within the GC B
cell gate (B220+GL-7+CD38lo). (A) Representative plots. (B) Percentages of cells switched to each isotype at the ages indicated (n = 6–9). (C) Representative microscopic images of IgG1 and IgG2a(c) deposition in the kidneys of 13–15-wk-old and 19–21-wk-old Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san and Il27ra2/2
Roquinsan/san mice. (D–F) Semiquantified data of immunofluorescent Ig deposition. (D) IgG1 alone. (E) IgG2c alone. (F) Total IgG. (G) Ratio of IgG2c/
IgG1. (H) Serum anti-dsDNA ELISA was performed for isotypes IgG1 and IgG2c. The ratio of anti-dsDNA IgG2c/IgG1 is shown. Data are mean 6 SEM
(n = 6–7). Black bars, Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san mice; white bars, Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice. The p values were determined using the unpaired two-tailed
Student t test (B–G) or the Mann–Whitney nonparametric test (H).
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CD45.1 Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san compartment (Supplemental Fig. 3D).
In support of this, CD95 MFI within the GC gate was similar between Il27ra-sufficient and -deficient cells (Supplemental Fig. 3E).
These observations indicate a B cell–intrinsic role for IL-27 in
directing B cells toward GC participation.
Interestingly, when Ig isotype switching within the GC B cell gate
was examined in mixed chimeric mice, similar percentages of IgG1expressing cells were observed in the CD45.1 Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san
and CD45.2 Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san compartments (Fig. 4D). Also,
rather than the expected reduction in IgG2a(c)+ cells in the
CD45.2 Il27ra2/2 gate, there was a small, but significant, increase
(Fig. 4D). Thus, changes in isotype switching in the absence of
IL-27 signaling are predominantly dictated by B cell–extrinsic
factors.

IL-27 directly modulates GC B cell activity in the sanroque
spontaneous GC model

CD4+ T cell–intrinsic effects of IL-27 influence T cell number
and IFN-g production, which may indirectly modify isotype
switching in GC B cells

To test whether the reduction in spontaneous GC B cells in
Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice is influenced by IL-27 signals directly
to B cells or occurs secondary to the previously described TFH cell
deficiency, we generated congenically marked BM chimeras using
equal numbers of cells from CD45.1 Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san and
CD45.2 Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san donors. Fifteen weeks after reconstitution, the total B220+ gate was composed of similar percentages
of CD45.1 Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san and CD45.2 Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san
cells (Fig. 4A). However, when analysis was restricted to GL7+CD38lo
GC B cells, there was a significant bias toward Il27ra-sufficient
cells (Fig. 4B), indicating a B cell–intrinsic defect in the GC
in the absence of IL-27Ra. The MFI of CD95 was slightly,
but significantly, higher on Il27ra-sufficient total B220 +
cells, reflecting the increased percentage of GC B cells in the

In line with our previous findings (11), chimeric mice displayed a
cell-intrinsic defect in CXCR5+PD1+ TFH cells (Fig. 5A). There
was also a reduction in the total pool of Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san
CD4+ T cells (Fig. 5B). This may reflect the known ability of
IL-27 to support the survival of activated CD4+ cells (35) since in
this model, a large proportion of cells are CD44+ (∼70–80%, data
not shown). Consistent with this, we saw a significant reduction in
CD44+ cells in the CD4+ T cell compartment of CD45.2+ Il27ra2/2
cells compared with CD45.1+Il27ra+/+ cells within the same host
mice (data not shown).
IL-27 promotes expression of ICOS (16), a Roquin1 target that
is overexpressed in sanroque mice and contributes to the disease
pathogenesis in this model (36). ICOS levels were significantly

FIGURE 4. B cell–intrinsic and –extrinsic mechanisms contribute to immune deviations in Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice. BM cells from Il27ra+/+
Roquinsan/san (CD45.1) and Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san (CD45.2) mice were mixed in a 1:1 ratio and injected into previously irradiated Rag12/2 mice. At 15 wk
postreconstitution, spleen was harvested and assessed by flow cytometry for the percentages of CD45.1 Il27ra+/+ and CD45.2 Il27ra2/2 cells in total B220+
cells (A) and B220+, GL-7+CD38lo GC B cells (B). (C) Percentages of IgG1 versus IgG2a(c) switched cells within the GC compartment of CD45.1+ and
CD45.2+ cells. Symbols represent individual mice. Bars represent mean 6 SEM. Similar results were observed in three independent experiments. The
p values were determined using the paired two-tailed Student t test. n.s., not significant.
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the absence of Il27ra in Roquinsan/san mice, with an increase in the
percentage of GC B cells switching to IgG1 and fewer cells
switching to IgG2a(c) (Fig. 3A, 3B). Importantly, Ig deposits in
the kidneys of Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice also showed a significant divergence toward IgG1 and away from IgG2a(c) (Fig. 3C–
E, 3G), although total Ig deposition was similar (Fig. 3F). This
preference for IgG1 over IgG2a(c) in the absence of IL-27 signals
was also evident in serum anti-dsDNA Ab levels. Although absolute anti-dsDNA Ab levels were more variable between mice,
the ratio of IgG2a:IgG1 in each mouse indicates a clear and significant preference for IgG1 in the absence of IL-27R in aged
mice (Fig. 3H). Collectively, the data indicate that IL-27 favors
switching to IgG2a(c), an isotype that is central to disease pathogenesis in murine lupus.
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reduced in the absence of Il27ra within the total CD4+ pool, as
well as within the CXCR5+PD1+CD4+ TFH cell gate (Fig. 5C).
IFN-g is a target of Roquin1 and a key mediator of disease in the
sanroque lupus model, promoting TFH cell accumulation (26). IFNg also stimulates IgG2a isotype switching in B cells (37). IL-27 is a
key regulator of Th cell polarization and is known to upregulate
IFN-g expression by CD4+ T cells (4). Intracellular cytokine
staining of chimeric splenocytes revealed that fewer CD4+CD44+
TFH-like cells produced IFN-g in the absence of Il27ra (Fig. 5D).

Discussion
There is growing evidence that IL-27 can support Ab-driven autoimmune disease. Studies of untreated SLE patients found that IL27 was significantly elevated in the sera compared with healthy
controls (9, 10). Interestingly, glucocorticoids, which are commonly used to treat SLE, significantly suppress IL-27 production
(9). The reduction in serum IL-27 during immunosuppressive

therapy may influence the results of studies in which treated patients were not excluded. In several such studies, IL-27 in patient
sera was diminished or not significantly different from healthy
controls (38–40). An essential role for IL-27 in murine lupus is
indicated by several studies. We previously observed reduced
GCs, anti-nuclear Abs, and nephritis in Il27ra-deficient mice in
pristane-driven lupus (11). Deletion of Il27ra, or IL-27 subunit
Ebi3, in MLR/lpr lupus-prone mice resulted in altered disease
pathology and prolonged survival (12, 13), although an associated
skin inflammation was exacerbated in the absence of Il27ra (41).
In this study, we used the Roquinsan/san mouse model, in which
spontaneous GCs drive disease, and report that IL-27R deficiency
reduced disease severity. Together, these data point to a role for
IL-27 in promoting high-affinity Ab production in autoimmune
disease.
Although B cells were shown to express IL-27R and undergo
STAT1 and STAT3 activation in response to IL-27 stimulation, the
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FIGURE 5. T cell–intrinsic immune deviations in Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice. BM cells from Il27ra+/+Roquinsan/san (CD45.1) and Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san
(CD45.2) mice were mixed in a 1:1 ratio and injected into previously irradiated Rag12/2 mice. At 15 wk postreconstitution, spleen was harvested and
assessed by flow cytometry to determine the percentages of CD45.1 Il27ra+/+ and CD45.2 Il27ra2/2 cells in various cellular compartments. (A) PD1+
CXCR5+ cells (within the CD4+B2202 gate). (B) Total CD4+B2202 cells. (C) ICOS MFI within the CD45.1 (Il27ra+/+) and CD45.2 (Il27ra2/2) compartments of total CD4+B2202 cells or CD4+B2202CXCR5+PD1+ (TFH) gates. (D) Cells harvested from chimeric mice were stimulated with PMA and
ionomycin for 4 h in vitro before intracellular staining to detect IFN-g. CD4+CD44+ cells were gated and the genotype was determined based on CD45.1 or
CD45.2 expression before analyzing the percentage of IFN-g+ cells in each compartment. Symbols represent individual mice. Bars represent mean 6 SEM.
Similar results were observed in two independent experiments. The p values were determined using the paired two-tailed Student t test.
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pathogenic subclasses in vivo because of their ability to engage
high-affinity FcgRIV, whereas IgG1 Abs are significantly less
pathogenic because they preferentially engage the inhibitory
FcgRIIB and are unable to activate complement by the classical
pathway (33, 34). Moreover, murine IgG1 was recently shown to
be protective in a model of nephritic immune complex deposition
as a result of its ability to destabilize self-associating IgG3 complexes (45).
It should be noted that overexpression of IL-27Ra was shown to
protect against various features of disease in the MRL/lpr lupus
model (41, 46). These findings may stem from the well-established
immunosuppressive properties of IL-27 on T cells (5) and, in the
context of unusually high levels of signaling, those suppressive
effects evidently dominate. Our data suggest that physiological
levels of IL-27 signaling are required to promote GC B and TFH cell
activity, without inhibiting the GC response.
As summarized in Supplemental Fig. 4, IL-27 influences multiple parameters that are pertinent to GC activity and lupus progression. Il27ra2/2Roquinsan/san mice had defects intrinsic to both
GC B and TFH cells. Roquin1 facilitates the degradation of ICOS
and IFN-g mRNAs, which are central to disease pathogenesis in
this model (26, 36, 47) and are regulated by IL-27 (5). Loss of
IL-27 signaling resulted in lower frequencies of IFN-g–producing
CD4+ T cells, as well as diminished expression of ICOS on total
CD4+ or CD4+PD1+CXCR5+ TFH cells. Thus, the impact of IL-27
in this system is the culmination of effects on B and T cells. The
data presented illuminate a previously unappreciated role for
IL-27 in directly promoting GC B cell activity and highlight a
B cell–intrinsic requirement for IL-27 during GC responses in a
mouse model of autoimmunity.
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functional role of IL-27 signals to B cells has remained unclear. On
one hand, B cell development and basal serum Ig are normal (with
the exception of IgG2a) in Il27ra2/2 mice. On the other hand, highaffinity Ab responses are diminished by the loss of IL-27 signals
(4, 11). The data presented in this article demonstrate that IL-27
specifically promotes STAT1-dependent differentiation of CD20+
CD38+CD10+CD95+CD27lo B cells, but not plasma cells, and that
B cell–intrinsic effects of IL-27 are required to sustain the expansion of GC B cells in the sanroque autoimmune disease model.
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(20), molecules that promote productive interactions with T cells,
and also promote GC activity in an in vivo context (42). The
coordinated upregulation of these GC markers, with no alteration
in cell proliferation or survival, suggest that IL-27–induced
STAT1 signals alter the B cell–differentiation program.
Although the ability of IL-27 to support TFH cell activity in
humans and mice is dependent on STAT3 (11, 15, 35, 43), we
found that its ability to enhance GC B cell marker expression is
reliant on STAT1 (Fig. 1). The reduced ability of STAT1MUT naive
B cells to upregulate GC cell surface markers in response to IL-27
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differentiation in response to IL-21 in vitro (32, 44).
In mouse B cells, in vitro rIL-27–induced STAT1 activation
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